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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT MISSION

Mathematics, Science, and Technology programs focus on issues of educational practice and related professions in mathematics, science, technology, and cognate human sciences, including the relationships among these disciplines. Our modern world has been transformed by the achievements in pure and applied disciplines grounded in mathematics, science, and technology. Current reforms in education place increasing significance on broad-based public understanding of these three fields of human endeavor. The study of communication and technology in education is broadly based and enriched by cultural and historical wisdom that provides a scholarly perspective on the role of media and technology in society and particularly in educational subject areas. Within this unifying view, the Department of Mathematics, Science, and Technology includes specialized programs to address the needs of professional practitioners in each area.

The Department incorporates the programs in three areas: Mathematics Education; Science Education; and Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design.

The Mathematics Education and Science Education programs include scholars who address the preparation of mathematics and science teachers and teacher educators and focus particularly on the acquisition of scientific and mathematical literacy to foster the future development of science and technology; the understanding of environmental sciences, improved global stewardship of the environment, and the link between science and society; the use of computers, computer modeling, and instrumentation in mathematics and science instruction. These scholars have extensive international experience in their subject matter disciplines and in educational theory and practice. The Science Education Program also offers a joint degree (DDS/MA) in collaboration with the College of Dental Medicine at Columbia University for medical practitioners who are planning to become professors of medical education.

The Program in Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design (CMLTD) provides a cluster of degree programs for students who seek to develop leadership capacities for the use of information and communication technologies in education across subject domains. The programs prepare candidates for leadership roles in integrating digital technologies into education and society and for entry into creative work in the educational uses of new media. CMLTD doctoral programs develop scholars who use the social and human sciences to study how applications of advanced technologies in education act as powerful social and historical forces, empowering educators to seek new solutions to established problems. Graduate study in CMLTD is tightly integrated with design and implementation projects situated in several externally funded centers and institutes at Teachers College and Columbia University. This program is led by faculty with extensive international experience and also links the College to ongoing university initiatives in communication and information technologies. Faculty and students of this program examine technology as well as the role of computers and other media of communication in education and the assessment of educational performance in a wide variety of institutional settings. The program includes areas such as literacy, teacher education, game theory, technology design, and culture.

Each program has a unique focus or perspective, but the faculty share common scholarly perspectives, educational ideals, and a strong commitment to the improvement of society through improved scholarly practice in the educating professions and enhancement of human potential.
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Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design (CMLTD) provides a cluster of degree programs for students who seek to develop leadership capacities in the use of information and communication technologies in education and society. The program applies to all subject areas and serves students, staff, and faculty members who share a commitment as educators to use digital technologies to improve education and society at all levels. Work through CMLTD should move simultaneously toward two poles of understanding and practice: toward a comprehensive understanding of the cultural and historical implications of new technologies for education and life and toward purposefully selecting and shaping the uses of new media in educational practice across and subject areas.

CMLTD aims to prepare students to deal with both present and future implications of new media and to play a constructive role in shaping the educational response to innovations in information and communication technologies. The CMLTD Program encompasses the use of new media broadly in modern educational and public service arenas, including video, computer-based media, digital and non-digital game-based learning, and the role of communication and media in society from an historical and modern perspective.

CMLTD's programs deal with the many ways in which material culture changes and shapes educational practice. Listed are current assumptions about the long-term effects that innovations in information, communication, and game technologies are having on education and culture. Work through CMLTD should lead faculty and students to study, criticize, develop, and extend propositions such as these:

- With emerging intellectual demands and conditions, activities contributing to the creation of knowledge will increase in relative value, while those devoted solely to its dissemination will decrease.
- When changes in information and communication technologies transform the ways people create, disseminate, and apply knowledge, deep changes in educational practices occur.
- Educational institutions, including schools of education, will undergo prolonged change and significant transformation, occasioned by changes in the media of intellectual production.
- Literacy practices will become more central to active participation in information networks and modern life.
- Preservice education will need to focus more on the active integration of Information Communication Technologies, or ICTs, into pedagogy and research.
- As digital information and communication technologies become more accessible, the separation of schools and higher education into two, largely distinct, educational cultures will markedly diminish.
- Campuses will remain important foci of intellectual activity, while participation in them will become more flexible via networks supporting asynchronous, distributed involvement.
- Specialists in education will need to work closely with scholars, scientists, and professionals to embed powerful learning experiences in digital technology for advancing knowledge.

DEGREES OFFERED

The Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design area of study includes the following programs: Communication and Education; Computing in Education; Instructional Technology and Media; and Technology Specialist.

COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION (TECM)

Degrees Offered:

- Master of Arts (M.A.)
- Master of Education (Ed.M.)
- Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

COMPUTING IN EDUCATION (TECP)

Degrees Offered:

- Master of Arts (M.A.)

COMPUTING IN EDUCATION-ONLINE (TECD)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA (TEIT)

Degrees Offered:

- Master of Arts (M.A.)
- Master of Education (Ed.M.)
- Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST

Degree Offered:

- TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- K-12 Initial Certification (TETS-INIT)
- Master of Arts (M.A.)

TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- Track II: K-12 Initial Certification (TETT-INIT)

Master of Arts (M.A.)
Increasingly, educators will de-emphasize imparting a static stock of information and ideas and will instead seek to enable all people to contribute to the advancement of knowledge.

Demand for highly skilled educators will increase and preparing them will largely be a field-based engagement in situations where students interact with new knowledge resources.

Educational institutions, redefined, will increase in public importance and the educating professions will increasingly become high-tech and high-prestige professions.

Changes in information, games, and communication technologies will resuscitate the progressive movement in education, enabling it to be both broadly egalitarian and intellectually rigorous.

Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design aims to prepare students to deal with both present and future implications of new media and to play a constructive role in shaping the educational response to innovations in information and communication technologies, including mobile devices and augmented reality and cloud computing. Although these concerns are common to all three program strands, each has distinct nuances with respect to methods and purpose:

- Communication and Education relies primarily on social science inquiry to understand, interpret, and shape how information and communication technologies influence culture and education, including areas such as literacy and teacher education.
- Computing in Education works with computer information systems to facilitate the effective extension of digital technologies into educational practice. This strand includes within it an online master's program that can be completed by students who live too far away to attend classes during the regular academic year.
- Instructional Technology and Media concentrates on the creation and application of innovative technologies, guided by a research tradition grounded in pedagogy and cognitive science, in order to make new media work as powerful tools for study and teaching.

Across the three program strands, students and faculty members engage in research, development, theory, and application. All three put a high priority on group work; fieldwork and internships; and planning, implementing, and completing innovative projects. Schools, computer companies, businesses, and other agencies are normally partners in projects, providing environments, materials, personnel, or opportunities for carrying them out. The Institute for Learning Technologies (www.ilt.columbia.edu), the Center for Technology and School Change (www.tc.columbia.edu/ctsc/), and the Columbia Center for New Media Teaching and Learning (www.ccmltl.columbia.edu) work closely with CMLTD faculty members and students and provide a wide range of internship and fieldwork opportunities. The resources of the Game Research Lab, the Human Robot Interaction and Learning Lab, and eye tracking and biometric assessment resources are also available to students and faculty in CMLTD (www.tc.edu/academic/mst/ccte/GamesResearchlab). Short video segments of several CMLTD faculty members and students talking about their courses and interests are found through the CMLTD program website (www.tc.edu/mst/ccte).

Communication and Education

The program in Communication and Education prepares students for various roles:

- Teaching and research positions in higher education;
- Working in schools using information and communication technologies to improve educational practice;
- Conducting formative and evaluative research in the areas of educational media and information technologies, in and out of school settings and across subject areas;
- Designing innovations in the use of new media for educational purposes; and
- Working in business and government settings to design and implement corporate communication programs.
The program uses methods of the social sciences, encompassing both qualitative and quantitative approaches to the study of communication and education. It asks in particular how education and other social systems change under the impact of new media. Faculty members and students pursue three broad areas of inquiry, enabling them to:

- Reflect on the historical effects of media and on the cultural uses of developments such as face-to-face speech, writing, printing, photography, film, radio, television, computers, and networked multimedia;
- Use anthropological, linguistic, and other methods to study how the diverse forms of communication, literacy, information processing, and cognition condition educational practice;
- Explore the effects of media, including games, MOCs, and mobile platforms on social relations, and develop strategies for using information and communications technologies to improve conditions of education and life.

In the course of completing a degree, students should expect to attend closely to both technical artifacts and human activity: that is, both to material systems of communication in which technologies are the primary interest and to interpersonal, direct communication dynamics in which unmediated face-to-face exchanges are the subject of inquiry. A major theme for continuous reflection should be the diverse ways in which the modes of communication condition meanings that are actually and potentially communicated—whether in face-to-face conversation, through distance learning technologies, or through societies that are created in virtual worlds.

Computing in Education

Students who complete the master's program in Computing in Education take positions in:

- Schools, as computer coordinators or teachers using advanced technologies in the classroom;
- New media companies, developing software and multimedia applications for education, training, and gaming environments; and
- Academic computer centers, corporate information services, and in education departments at the federal, state, and local levels, managing the integration of information and communication technologies into schools.

Instructional Technology and Media

Students who have earned degrees in Instructional Technology and Media find positions in education, government, and industry. Some continue to work within formal education, as teachers, researchers, or administrators on the elementary, secondary, or college level. Others work in training and development departments in business or government agencies. An increasing number work as independent professionals in a variety of settings such as educational service, production consulting, and publishing. Still others have established themselves as researchers, designers, and producers for innovative multimedia projects.

The World Wide Web and related technologies have lowered the costs of distance learning programs greatly while increasing their flexibility. Through Instructional Technology and Media, faculty members and students join to develop the skills needed to make full use of the new opportunities in distance and distributed learning.

In recent years, students in the program have made four questions paramount:

- Which emerging technologies hold greatest promise for enriching learning experiences throughout the educational enterprise?
- What pedagogical strategies should designers embody in instructional materials, including those based on multimedia and those reflected in gaming environments?
- How should educators deploy, manage, and evaluate information and communication technologies in classrooms for optimal educational effect?
- What principles of design and practice should educators incorporate into distributed educational courses and programs?
Participants in all three CMLTD program areas share a basic conviction that good design in educative matters starts with careful attention to the needs and characteristics of the individuals that the design will serve. For example, the ability to understand the individual through empirical research and empathic engagement will make the design of instructional technology not only technically proficient but educationally valuable as well. In all, this attention to the individual in society and culture defines the technological humanism we seek through all components of the programs in CMLTD—a humanism that combines the use of sophisticated technology with humane commitments for guiding purposes.

**Special Degree Cohorts:**

*Online Master's Program in Computing in Education*

The program in Computing in Education includes a strand in which all coursework is conducted online. The online program is designed to be available completely online, without an on-campus, face-to-face class experience. Participants take about ten courses online, which use video conferencing, discussion boards, and other means of online communication. Besides these courses, students have the opportunity to work on an independent project and to attend three-day workshops at Teachers College in the summers. Students concentrate in Teaching and Learning with Technology or Technology Leadership. All online courses are open to all CMLTD students. For more information, contact Dr. Howard Budin at hb50@columbia.edu, call (212) 678-3773, or visit [http://www.tc.columbia.edu/mst/oice](http://www.tc.columbia.edu/mst/oice).

*Technology Specialist*

This is a Master of Arts degree program leading to a New York State teaching license for "Technology Specialist K-12" candidates to become technology coordinators in schools. Student teaching and fieldwork are required. The program is available to those with or without initial teaching licenses who have some knowledge and experience in using technology in teaching. For further information, contact Dr. Ellen Meier at, (212) 678-3829; ebm15@columbia.edu.

*Technology Specialist - Track II*

This is a Master of Arts degree program leading to an initial teaching certificate as a Technology Specialist K-12. It is intended for those already holding New York State certification in another content area. Program goals include preparing individuals to use technology as a set of tools with students, to work effectively with teachers to help them learn to use technology and design, and to implement curriculum where technology is well integrated. Completing the program requires 38 Teachers College credits, as well as 100 hours of fieldwork and 40 days of student teaching.
COMMUNICATION, MEDIA AND LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES DESIGN

DEGREE INFORMATION/REQUIREMENTS

- General Information
- Master of Arts (32 points required)
- Master of Education (60 points required)
- Doctor of Education

General Information

The college-wide degree requirements are stated in the Degree Requirements section of this bulletin. The following steps specific to Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design amplify the college-wide requirements and should serve as an aid for structuring an individualized program of study based on previous experience, professional goals, and interests. Enrolled students can obtain further information about requirements and the academic calendar from the program office at (212) 678-3344. Degrees represent advanced levels of mastery in rigorous scholarship and disciplined practice. In developing a program, students should find ways to meet the intrinsic demands of the field.

Master of Arts (32 points required)

To earn the Master of Arts (M.A.), students must satisfactorily complete 32 points of coursework (36 points for the Technology Specialist) and an integrative project. In CMLTD programs, the M.A. degree serves two main functions: a mark of entry-level professional qualifications in the fields covered and a grounding for further, more advanced specialization in the field.

Master of Arts (M.A.) programs are offered in Communication and Education, Computing in Education, and Instructional Technology and Media. In each of these M.A. programs, students must take coursework totaling at least 32 points. The following are required of all:

M.A. students:

Core Seminar (1 point)
- MSTU 4000 Core seminar in communication, computing, and technology

Foundational Knowledge. At least three areas must be represented (9 points, minimum)

Cognitive Issues and Technology
- MSTU 4133 Cognition and computers

Social Issues and Technology
- MSTU 4020 Social and communicative aspects of the Internet
- MSTU 4005 Equity, ethical, and social issues in educational technology

**Cultural Issues and Technology**

- MSTU 4028 Technology and culture
- MSTU 5002 Culture, media, and education

**Educational Practice and Design**

- MSTU 4050 Online schools and online schooling K-12
- MSTU 4083 Instructional design of educational technology
- MSTU 4001 Technology and school change

**Outside-the-Program Courses (6 points, minimum)**

All students (at both master's and doctoral levels) must complete a minimum of three courses, each for at least 2 credits, at Teachers College outside of the Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design Program (that is, courses with a prefix other than MSTU).

**Integrative M.A. Project**

The Integrative M.A. Project can be either an individual project or part of a larger project involving several students. For students completing only the M.A. degree, this project should be related to their career goals and should provide tangible evidence of their skills and strengths.

**Note:** No more than 3 points of “skills” courses may be counted toward the M.A., although students are encouraged to take additional skills courses that further their interests and goals. “Skills” courses include the following (this is a sample list):

- MSTU 4029 Managing educational technology resources
- Topical courses (MSTU 5199 and MSTU 5814) offered on the following topics: Database-driven website development, Adobe Director, 3-D modeling, Flash Communication Server, Adobe InDesign, digital video, GIS in curriculum, creating dynamic websites.

**Additional Requirements for M.A. students in Communication and Education (TECM)**

- MSTU 4016 The history of communication
- At least 9 points of additional MSTU courses
- Other courses chosen in consultation with an advisor

**Additional Requirements for M.A. students in Computing in Education and Technology Specialist (TECD, TETS-INIT, TETT-INIT)**

- At least 9 points of MSTU courses or other courses with the faculty advisor's approval (MSTU 5031, Object-oriented Theory and Programming II is recommended). In particular, M.A. students in the Educational Technology Specialist Program or completing the Computing in Education degree through the completely online option have a slightly more constrained set of courses available to meet program requirements and should work closely with their respective advisor.

**Additional Requirements for M.A. students in Instructional Technology and Media (TEIT)**

- MSTU 4083 Instructional design of educational technology (counts toward the Foundational Knowledge area)
- Two programming courses. This requirement can be met by taking the two-course Object-Oriented programming sequence, the two-course Interactive Media
Candidates for the M.A. degree are expected to culminate their work with an integrative project. Such a project might be a review essay in which they give a thorough, well-written summation of current research and development work in an area of their choice within the broad field of Information and Communications Technologies in Education or a multi-media instructional application. In addition, because experientially-grounded learning is invaluable preparation for professional practice, students are strongly advised to take fieldwork or internships as an integral part of their master's program.

Master of Education (60 points required) (60 points)

An Ed.M. degree represents roughly the equivalent of two years of full-time study. It serves for some to mark progress toward a doctorate and for others to initiate intermediate professional qualifications for students who have previously completed a master's degree at Teachers College or another institution. Up to 30 points of graduate credit earned elsewhere may be counted toward the minimum 60-point requirement. Ed.M. candidates who have completed an M.A. in CMLTD or an equivalent program should select further courses to broaden and deepen their mastery of the field. Those who are transferring a significant number of points from a different specialty toward the Ed.M. should include a selection of CMLTD core program courses in their remaining coursework. In addition to completing the minimum course requirements and developing a skill specialization, candidates for the Ed.M. degree culminate their work through a research or development project submitted to the faculty.

Master of Education (Ed.M.) programs are offered in Communication and Instructional Technology and Media. In each of these Ed.M. programs, students must take coursework totaling at least 60 points. The following are required of all Ed.M. students:

Core Seminar (1 point)

- MSTU 4000 Core seminar in communication, computing, and technology

Foundational Knowledge. At least three areas must be represented (9 points, minimum)

Cognitive Issues and Technology

- MSTU 4133 Cognition and computers

Social Issues and Technology

- MSTU 4020 Social and communicative aspects of the Internet
- MSTU 4005 Equity, ethical, and social issues in educational technology

Cultural Issues and Technology

- MSTU 4028 Technology and culture
- MSTU 5002 Culture, media, and education

Educational Practice and Design

- MSTU 4050 Online schools and online schooling K-12
- MSTU 4083 Instructional design of educational technology
- MSTU 4001 Technology and school change

Research Methods and Design (3 points)

Students must complete one research method or research design course offered either in
or outside the CMLTD program. Suggested courses include the following:

- HUDM 4122: Probability and statistical inference
- ITSF 5000: Methods of inquiry: Ethnography and participant observation
- MSTU 5025: Researching technology in educational environments
- MSTU 5001: Assessing the impact of technology in schools

All students (at both master's and doctoral levels) must complete a minimum of three courses, each for at least 2 credits, at Teachers College outside of the Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design Program (that is, courses with a prefix other than MSTU). Suggested: HUDM 4120, Basic concepts in statistics; ITSF 5000, Methods of inquiry: Ethnography and participant observation; and/or other basic research/inquiry courses without an MSTU prefix.

**Integrative Ed.M. Project**

The Integrative Ed.M. Project is a research or development project that should result from independent effort equivalent to that of a 3-point course. Like the M.A. integrative project, it should provide tangible evidence of a student's skills and strengths and should represent the student's interests, as well as display the specialized skills developed for the degree.

**Note:** No more than 6 points of "skills" courses may be counted toward the Ed.M., although students are encouraged to take additional skills courses that further their interests and goals. "Skills" courses include the following (this is a sample list):

- MSTU 4029 Managing educational technology resources
- Topical courses (MSTU 5199 and MSTU 5814) offered on the following topics: Database-driven website development, Adobe Director, 3-D modeling, Flash Communication Server, Adobe InDesign, digital video, GIS in curriculum, creating dynamic websites.

**Additional Requirements for Ed.M. students in Communication and Education (TECM)**

- MSTU 4016 The history of communication
- MSTU 5606 Readings in communication theory and social thought I
- At least 15 points of additional MSTU courses
- Other courses chosen in consultation with an advisor

**Additional Requirements for Ed.M. students in Instructional Technology and Media (TEIT)**

- MSTU 4083 Instructional design of educational technology (counts toward the Foundational Knowledge area)
- Two programming courses. This requirement can be met by taking the two-course Object-Oriented programming sequence, the two-course Interactive Media programming sequence, or one course from each sequence.
- At least 15 points of additional MSTU courses
- Other courses chosen in consultation with an advisor

Students accepted for a doctoral program should earn the Ed.M. as an integral part of their doctoral work. However, the Ed.M. can be far more than a stepping stone to a doctorate. It allows for great flexibility, and students can use it to lay a strong foundation for significant positions of leadership that demand high levels of skill but do not require doctoral-level academic certification. For instance, students can put together a very effective 60-point program dealing with "school media for curriculum innovation." In a similar way, one can develop a very strong grounding in educational software development through the Ed.M. degree. It can serve many purposes. One needs to think through one's aspirations and use the scope of the Ed.M. program to build academic and experiential foundations in accordance with one's achievement goals.
Doctor of Education

Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree candidates should read Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Education, which can be obtained from the Teachers College Office of Doctoral Studies. It states the formal requirements for the degree and lays out the steps leading to it. Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design requirements provide experiences through basic courses, skill concentrations, and independent projects, all leading to the certification examination and the dissertation. These experiences have been designed to ensure that students develop skills in one or more modes of inquiry; contribute professionally to the field through conferences, presentations, or publications; and participate actively in CMLTD functions outside of class work.

Programs are planned individually in consultation with a faculty advisor. Doctoral candidates should develop a systematic plan for study early in their program, encouraging sustained consideration of a dissertation area and tailoring course selection to support dissertation work. The doctorate represents the highest level of educational preparation achievable in the field. To complete it well, students should meet all requirements in an intellectual spirit consonant with this status. Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) programs are offered in both Communication and Instructional Technology and Media. In each of these Ed.D. programs, students must take coursework totaling at least 90 points. The following are required of all Ed.D. students:

Core Seminar and Doctoral Colloquium (3 points)

One-point registration for MSTU 4000. Ed.D. students must take MSTU 6600 for a total of two points after taking MSTU 4000. After two points of registration in MSTU 6600, students must register for MSTU 6600 for zero points each semester until graduation.

Foundational Knowledge

All four areas must be represented (12 points, minimum).

Cognitive Issues and Technology

- MSTU 4133 Cognition and computers

Social Issues and Technology

- MSTU 4020 Social and communicative aspects of the Internet
- MSTU 4005 Equity, ethical, and social issues in educational technology

Cultural Issues and Technology

- MSTU 4028 Technology and culture
- MSTU 5002 Culture, media, and education

Educational Practice and Design

- MSTU 4050 Online schools and online schooling K-12
- MSTU 4083 Instructional design of educational technology
- MSTU 4001 Technology and school change

Research Methods and Design (12 points, minimum)

Introductory Quantitative Methods Course (3 points)

- HUDM 4122 Probability and statistical inference

Note: HUDM 4120, Basic concepts in statistics, does not meet this requirement.

Introductory Qualitative Methods Course, taken from the following or similar (3 points):

- MSTU 5030 Qualitative research in communication studies
• C&T 5502 Introduction to qualitative research in curriculum and teaching
• ITSF 5000 Methods of inquiry: Ethnography and participant observation
• ITSF 5001 Ethnography and participant observation: Fieldwork, analysis, reporting

Research/Research Design Applied to Technology (3 points)
• MSTU 5001 Assessing the impact of technology in schools
• MSTU 5025 Research technology in educational environment

Additional, non-introductory quantitative, qualitative, or other non-introductory research methodology class (3 points).

The following are examples of what is available. Students should familiarize themselves with the full range of courses that are offered and choose a class that is relevant to their dissertation work, in consultation with their faculty advisor.
• A&HE 6151 Narrative research in English education
• A&HL 4104 Discourse analysis
• HUDM 5122 Applied regression analysis
• HUDM 5123 Linear models and experimental design
• ORL 6500 Qualitative research methods in organizations: Design and data collection
• ORL 6501 Qualitative research methods in organizations: Data analysis and reporting

Outside-the-Program Courses (6 points, minimum)

All students (at both master's and doctoral levels) must complete a minimum of three courses, each for at least 2 credits, at Teachers College outside of the Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design Program (that is, courses with a prefix other than MSTU).

Complete the doctoral certification process (see explanation later in this section).

Successfully propose, complete, and defend the doctoral dissertation.

• Register for the Dissertation Seminar (MSTU 7501 or 7503, 1 point) when presenting the Dissertation Proposal. See also the regulations for MSTU 8900 and the section in the Academic Catalog on continuous registration.

Note: No more than 6 points of “skills” courses may be counted toward the Ed.D., although students are encouraged to take additional skills courses that further their interests and goals. “Skills” courses include the following (this is a sample list):
• MSTU 4029 Managing educational technology resources
• Topical courses (MSTU 5199 and MSTU 5814) offered on the following topics: Database-driven website development, Adobe Director, 3-D modeling, Flash Communication Server, Adobe InDesign, digital video, GIS in curriculum, creating dynamic websites.

Additional Requirements for Ed.D. students in Communication (TECM)
• MSTU 4016 The history of communication
• MSTU 4031 Object-oriented theory and programming I
• MSTU 5606 Readings in communication theory and social thought
• At least 15 points of MSTU courses
• Other courses chosen in consultation with an advisor

Additional Requirements for Ed.D. students in Instructional Technology and Media (TEIT)
• MSTU 4083 Instructional design of educational technology (counts toward the Foundational Knowledge area)
• Two programming courses. This requirement can be met by taking the two-course Object-Oriented programming sequence, the two-course Interactive Media programming sequence, or one course from each sequence.
• At least 15 points of MSTU courses
• Other courses chosen in consultation with an advisor

Doctoral Certification Process

The Doctoral Certification Process for CMLTD students has three steps. Students' names are not sent forward to the Office of Doctoral Studies to be certified until all three of the following requirements have been successfully completed.

1. An Integrative Question that the student answers in writing during the regular certification examination session that the Office of Doctoral Studies schedules each semester.

This question is about some currently prominent educational technology topic that students answer by pulling material from CMLTD courses and course-related as well as independent readings. The best way to prepare for this question is to think of currently important educational technology topics related to your area of interest and try to think of how you would integrate content covered in different courses to address these topics. Please note: (a) CMLTD's certification examination is offered in the morning session of the exam day; there is no CMLTD afternoon session. (b) The written integrative question part of the certification process is not available during the summer.

2. A Literature Review or critical assessment of scholarship (a paper of around 30 pages, double-spaced) related to what is planned for the dissertation. This gives a head start on the literature review section of the dissertation. This paper is graded by the faculty advisor. Approved papers may be posted and generally available to others for future reference.

3. A Certification Project that would be a smaller scale version of what might be done in the dissertation or a project or pilot study that leads to the dissertation project. This certification project has three steps:

   a. Write a short proposal (five or fewer double spaced pages) of the planned project, which the faculty advisor must approve. The nature of the project would vary depending on the student's interests;

   b. Complete the project;

   c. Write a project report (around 30 pages), which is graded by the advisor.

When the faculty advisor verifies that the student has completed the Integrative Question portion, the Literature Review paper, and the Certification Project, the student is recommended for certification. The CMLTD program has designed its certification requirements to help prepare students for work on their dissertations and to document that preparedness. To receive full certification for doctoral work, students must also meet certain college-wide requirements, as explained in the Degree Requirements section of this bulletin.

Policies on the Written Examination Portion of the CMLTD Certification Process

There are three hours available to write a response to one question. There is no choice of question. The question is constructed broadly so that it can be addressed by people from different perspectives and program strands within CMLTD. CMLTD students may bring resources into the examination (books, notes, etc.), but these cannot include electronic items on, for example, flash drives. While references to people and articles are expected in the body of the response and work must not be mischaracterized, there is no need to present a formal reference list at the end of the response or to be accurate on every date for each citation. Past questions are available on the certification examination section of
the StudyPlace wiki (www.studyplace.org; search for “certification exam”).

Students can attempt to successfully complete the written response portion of the certification process no more than two times.

Evaluation Procedures

Each response is evaluated by the CMLTD faculty, who meet as a group to read students’ examinations. Students’ names are removed from their examinations and the examinations are then circulated during the meeting of the faculty. The examination is read and discussed and a decision is made about its grade.

Basic Evaluation Criteria

All responses are evaluated with regard to the following four questions:

1) Does the response address the question asked?

2) Does the response integrate material (using several references and sources) from each of three different core courses or from various perspectives or theories?

3) Does the response present a coherent and meaningful discussion?

4) Is the response substantive enough to convince the reader that the student has an advanced, graduate-level grasp of the field?
Master's (M.A. and Ed.M.) applicants are reviewed on an ongoing basis. For scholarship awards, applicants who meet the early deadlines receive preference (January 15 for summer and fall and November 1 for spring) with the most aid going to doctoral students who meet the Ed.D. January 2 early deadline. All applicants should consult the Admissions Office (www.tc.columbia.edu/admissions/) for additional application information.

Doctoral (Ed.D.) applicants are required to submit a writing sample, prior transcripts, letters of recommendation, a personal statement, and results from the GRE General Test (a TOEFL test score is required of international students). They are also strongly encouraged to arrange for an interview. In making financial aid decisions, CMLTD reviews doctoral applications once a year in late February with the expectation that doctoral students will start during summer or fall sessions. Consequently, doctoral candidates are encouraged to meet the January 2 early deadline. There is no guarantee of progression from a master's program to a doctoral program within CMLTD. In addition to academic criteria, CMLTD takes into account the relevance of its resources to a prospective student's professional goals as described in the personal statement when making admission decisions.
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FINANCIAL AID

In addition to college-wide financial aid opportunities and student services, the CMLTD faculty members are committed to generating an increasing range of opportunities for remunerative work that will integrate well into our program of studies. Essentially, such opportunities are of three types: assistantships in research and development projects; instructorships to teach basic courses in the field; and internships in industry, government, and education. The precise opportunities that exist in these areas continually change as projects here and elsewhere begin, proceed, and culminate. To find out more about these opportunities, students should consult individual faculty.

DEGREES OFFERED

The Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design area of study includes the following programs: Communication and Education; Computing in Education; Instructional Technology and Media; and Technology Specialist.

COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION (TECM)

Degrees Offered:
- Master of Arts (M.A.)
- Master of Education (Ed.M.)
- Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

COMPUTING IN EDUCATION (TECP)

Degrees Offered:
- Master of Arts (M.A.)

COMPUTING IN EDUCATION-ONLINE (TECD)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA (TEIT)

Degrees Offered:
- Master of Arts (M.A.)
- Master of Education (Ed.M.)
- Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST

Degree Offered:
- TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- K-12 Initial Certification (TETS-INIT)
  - Master of Arts (M.A.)
- TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- Track II: K-12 Initial Certification (TETT-INIT)
  - Master of Arts (M.A.)
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PROGRAM FACULTY

**DEGREES OFFERED**

The Communication, Media and Learning Technologies Design area of study includes the following programs: Communication and Education; Computing in Education; Instructional Technology and Media; and Technology Specialist.

**COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION (TECM)**

Degrees Offered:
- Master of Arts (M.A.)
- Master of Education (Ed.M.)
- Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

**COMPUTING IN EDUCATION (TECP)**

Degrees Offered:
- Master of Arts (M.A.)

**COMPUTING IN EDUCATION-ONLINE (TECD)**

Master of Arts (M.A.)

**INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA (TEIT)**

Degrees Offered:
- Master of Arts (M.A.)
- Master of Education (Ed.M.)
- Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)

**TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST**

Degree Offered:
- TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- K-12 Initial Certification (TETS-INIT)
- Master of Arts (M.A.)

- TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- Track II: K-12 Initial Certification (TETT-INIT)
- Master of Arts (M.A.)

**FACULTY**

Black, John
Cleveland E. Dodge Professor of Telecommunications & Ed.

Kinzer, Charles
Professor of Education

Kleifgen, JoAnne
Professor Emerita of Linguistics and Education

Lee, Joey
Research Assistant Professor

Okita, Sandra
Assistant Professor of Technology and Education

Vasudevan, Lalitha
Associate Professor of Technology & Education

**LECTURERS**

Budin, Howard
Sr. Lecturer & Director

Chang, Yoo Kyung
Lecturer

Meier, Ellen
Senior Lecturer And Director of CTSC

**ADJUNCT PROFESSORS**

Ahmad, Nabeel
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Technology & Education

Bu Shell, Shawna
Adjunct Professor

Chandler, Thomas
Adjunct Assistant Professor

Delaynes, Tiffany
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Computing and Education

Kelsey, Ryan
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Communication and Education

Kleifgen, JoAnne
Professor Emerita of Linguistics and Education

Lowes, Susan
Adjunct Associate Professor of Computing & Education

Mantor, Dominic
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Technology & Education

Stern, Robin
Adjunct Professor

**INSTRUCTORS**

Acquaro, Paul

Buckley, Daniel

Cennamo, Michael

Dzula, Mark

Hallman Jr., Gregory

Monesmith, Debra

Paek, Seungoh

Tavares, Thomas
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PROGRAM COURSES

MSTU 4000 Core Seminar in Communication, Computing, and Technology
Required for incoming students. Meets with MSTU 6600. Discussion of critical issues; reading of key works; development of project in Communication, Media, and Learning Technologies Design; presentation of work in progress; conversations with leaders in the field. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: Chang, Yoo Kyung

MSTU 4001 Technology and School Change
Explores how technology is currently used in our schools and how technology can be used more effectively as a catalyst for larger school reform efforts. Participants will examine some of the institutional forces shaping the integration of technology into our schools and some of the institutional change theories that influence these forces to address the question: What can technology contribute to school improvement and how can we facilitate those changes?
Faculty: Meier, Ellen

MSTU 4005 Equity, Ethical and Social Issues in Educational Technology
Addresses a wide range of issues concerning equity and access, including differential gender, racial, and ethnic uses of computers. Examines legal and ethical issues in students' use of technology with an emphasis on improving access and use of technology for all students. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: Budin, Howard

MSTU 4010 Theories of Communication
A broad, multidisciplinary survey of contemporary perspectives on communication. Topics include: definitions, models and theories of information processing, history of media change, cross-cultural communication, interpersonal communication, and the uses and effects of mass media. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 4012 Video as Art: An Exploration
This course will take an aesthetic approach to the exploration of emerging forms of video, including anime, music videos, do-it-yourself video, video sharing websites, and more. Students will be engaged in video production throughout the course. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Vasudevan, Lalitha

MSTU 4016 The History of Communication
A comprehensive survey of the history of communication, tracing the development of the dominant modes of transmitting knowledge, from speaking to writing, from printing to the electronic media. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: TBD
MSTU 4020 Social and Communicative Aspects of the Internet
Examines social communicative practices as synergistic; how space, time, and social networks evolve and interact; and what this implies for the design and use of technology. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Kinzer, Charles

MSTU 4022 Telecommunications, Distance Learning, and Collaborative Interchange
Introduction to the use and educational implications of telecommunications, distance learning, and collaborative interchange using telecommunications, particularly the Internet and the World Wide Web. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 4023 Cinema as Cross-Cultural Communication
Analyzes how films explore culture. Discussion of the film as well as the cultural messages portrayed. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Vasudevan, Lalitha

MSTU 4024 Television and the Development of Youth
This course brings a sociocultural lens to issues related to youth (including children and adolescents) and the evolving terrain of television. Students will review research and theories and experiment with media production in this course. No prior media production experience is necessary. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Vasudevan, Lalitha

MSTU 4028 Technology and Culture
An exploration of the impact of technology, broadly defined, upon cultural evolution as currently discussed in anthropology and related disciplines. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 4029 Managing Educational Technology Resources
For educators involved in the planning, implementation, and maintenance at the building/campus level. Students learn how to apply educational technology to achieve educational objectives and to manage interpersonal relations in the process. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 4031 Object-Oriented Theory and Programming I
Communicating with computers and humans through programs. Uses a graphic language to formalize the concepts behind software structure and a current, widely-used implementation language, such as Java, to construct representative applications. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 4036 Hypermedia and Education
Introduction to hypermedia products and programming and their role in education. Four-point registration is for hypermedia programming lab. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Bu Shell, Shawna Paek, Seungoh

MSTU 4037 Computers and the Uses of Information in Education
This course examines how computers can structure and present information, evaluates current educational software that uses information, and considers the design of software for integrating information applications into education. Prerequisite: MSTU 4030 or equivalent computer experience. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Budin, Howard

MSTU 4039 Video Games in Education
Provides students with tools they will need to understand, analyze, and build games.
Focus is on gaining an understanding of rules, interactivity, play, social interaction, and all other factors that go into making an innovative and fun game. Primary focus is on the basic language of games: game play and game design. Course also addresses games from an educational perspective. Special fee: $45.

**Faculty:** Lee, Joey

**MSTU 4040 Introduction to Mobile Phone Learning**
Explores the use of the mobile phone and related devices for learning. Course participants will learn about different mobile phone technologies, pedagogical and theoretical frameworks for mobile learning, how to design activities for mobile phones and related devices.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 4040 Introduction to Mobile Phone Learning**
Dr. Budin. This course explores how one can utilize the mobile phone for learning and the factors to consider maximizing mobile learning. Roughly half of the world's population already has some type of mobile phone, making it the most wide spread technology and most common electronic device in the world (Reuters 2007). Un-tapping this ubiquitous technology creates a wide array of educational possibilities. In this course, you will learn: (1) about the different mobile phone technologies; (2) how to design learning activities for mobile phones; (3) pedagogical and theoretical frameworks for mobile learning. The course will provide you with a better understanding of learning strategies that can be used on and via mobile phones. Special fee: $45.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 4049 Technologies and Literacies**
An examination of the relationship between computers and the writing process. The course explores the effect of electronic text on traditional notions of text, literacy, and communication. Assumes no computing experience. Lab fee: $35.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 4050 Online Schools and Online Schooling K-12**
This course examines the different models of the K-12 virtual school and virtual schooling experience in the United States and internationally. Special fee: $35.

**Faculty:** Lowes, Susan

**MSTU 4052 Computers, Problem Solving, and Cooperative Learning**
Considers how computers may be used to promote cooperative learning in problem solving for students throughout the curriculum, focusing on the use of simulations, databases, programming, and problem solving software. Course content will include active participation in cooperative learning using computers as well as background work in educational theory as it relates to problem solving and cooperative learning. Special fee: $35.

**Faculty:** Budin, Howard

**MSTU 4083 Instructional Design of Educational Technology**
The nature of instructional technology, systems approaches to planning, managing, and evaluating instructional processes and materials. Emphasis is on instructional design. Special fee: $45.

**Faculty:** Okita, Sandra

**MSTU 4133 Cognition and Computers**
This course explores ideas about cognition and knowledge representation and how they relate to the use of computers in instruction. Students select a subject area, learn to represent knowledge from it so that it can be implemented in a computer instructional system, and use the knowledge representation to characterize the cognitive prerequisites and consequences of learning to use computers. Special fee: $45.

**Faculty:** Black, John
MSTU 4134 COGNITION AND COMPUTERS LAB
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 4700 STUDENT TEACHING PRACTICUM IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
The Technology Specialists student practicum supports the school practicum experiences through readings and weekly classes focused on key issues: addressing diversity, classroom project design, technology integration, and professional development. The Practicum provides an opportunity to reflect on classroom experiences, to design technology-integrated projects, and to match the unique skills of each candidate with the unique demands of each placement.
Faculty: Meier, Ellen

MSTU 5000 POSSIBILITY OF VIRTUAL WORLDS
Explores possibilities of virtual worlds for gaming and education. Through readings and theoretical discussions of identity construction, positioning, and social aspects of virtual and traditional communities, participants explore how virtual environments may support teaching, learning, and how virtual communities are affecting people's lives. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Kinzer, Charles

MSTU 5001 ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY IN OUR SCHOOLS
Examines the evidence of effectiveness of technology in our schools. Through an examination of key concerns in the technology research literature, we will address essential questions for understanding the impact of technology.
Faculty: Meier, Ellen

MSTU 5002 CULTURE, MEDIA AND EDUCATION
In this course, we consider the cultural implications of media and technologies for education by pairing theoretical frameworks with case studies and other examples of empirical research. Media production is required.
Faculty: Vasudevan, Lalitha

MSTU 5003 THEORY AND PROGRAMMING OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA: PART 1
Aimed at students who are interested in building instructional multimedia in Adobe Flash. Provides students with tools for understanding, analyzing, and constructing Flash-based multimedia in a hands-on manner. Examples and mini-tutorials abound. Theory and design are integrated to ensure that students emerge as authors of well-designed, educationally-sound media.
Faculty: Lee, Joey

MSTU 5004 DIGITAL GEOGRAPHIES AND VIRTUAL SPACES
Explore newly-developed spaces and consider how the evolving relationship between new technologies and new modes of communication and literacy are making these spaces available.
Faculty: Vasudevan, Lalitha

MSTU 5005 CASE-BASED TEACHING IN ELECTRONIC ENVIRONMENTS
Focuses on theory related to designing, developing, and using multimedia case methodology in education. Students are encouraged to examine educational case methodology within their interest area. Special fee: $45.
Faculty: Kinzer, Charles

MSTU 5006 DATABASE-DRIVEN WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
Explores and provides a working knowledge of the technical and theoretical underpinnings of web application development by examining the layers of database construction, web
programming, and user interface design.

Faculty: Acquaro, Paul

MSTU 5010 BOUNDARIES AND THEORIES OF LEARNING WITH TECHNOLOGICAL ARTIFACTS
This course will explore learning partnerships that take place between people and technological artifacts (robots, agent-avatars). The course examines social components of technological artifacts, introduces current research findings on learning in social interactions with such artifacts, and links these to cognitive factors that influence learning, knowledge construction, design, and assessment. Emphasis will be placed on the learning effect on the human partner. Small groups of students will work on a project throughout the semester. Special Fee: $ 45.
Faculty: TBD

MSTU 5013 THEORY AND PROGRAMMING OF INTERACTIVE MEDIA: PART II
Professor Lee. This course is the second-level course in a sequence beginning with MSTU 5003 (Theory and Programming of Interactive Media: Part I). The goal of this second-level course is to provide students with advanced theoretical and technical knowledge needed to design and develop interactive media that is grounded firmly in learning theory and design principles. While the introductory course focuses on basic theory and technical implementation of instructional interactive media, part II delves deeper into all aspects of the topic. Special Fee: $45.
Faculty: Lee, Joey

MSTU 5015 RESEARCH/PROGRAMMING IN SERIOUS GAMES
This seminar-based course features an in-depth exploration of a range of research topics related to games in education, especially tailored for students currently involved in game-based research or those who are interested in pursuing a research project in the area. It provides a forum for students to present, receive feedback, and make progress on their current research. It also permits students with an interest in Serious Games to launch a research project of their own. Experience with game design and programming skills are highly recommended. Special Fee: $45.
Faculty: Lee, Joey

MSTU 5020 COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION
Analyzes characteristics of such computer-mediated communication systems as networked multimedia, electronic mail, bulletin boards, and computer conferencing and situates these systems in the context of the emerging national information infrastructure. Students will participate in online communication systems. Special fee: $35.
Faculty: Meier, Ellen

MSTU 5025 RESEARCHING TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
This course is designed as an overview of research designs and methodologies for students who are interested in researching the uses of technology in education, including both face-to-face and online/distance learning environments. The course looks at the theoretical bases for, and practical implementation of, different quantitative and qualitative research approaches, methodologies, and instruments. It is structured around a series of hands-on case studies in which students design research studies, revise existing instruments, and analyze previously collected data for technology-related projects in classrooms and online. Students are encouraged, but not required, to come with a research project in mind. Special fee: $40.
Faculty: Lowes, Susan

MSTU 5029 TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP AND SCHOOLS
Dr. Meier. This course identifies appropriate theoretical frameworks and recent findings from educational technology research to inform relevant policy and practice concerns, including equity considerations. Will also explore some classic texts on organizations, along with emerging literature on leadership theory and practice and recent technology research. The class will develop case studies to illustrate key aspects of leadership.
challenges related to technology integration. Special Fee: $35.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5030 INTELLIGENT COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION**
Prerequisite: MSTU 4133. Participants study ideas about the representation of knowledge, models of the learner, and teaching strategies that have been developed in artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology, as well as develop and test intelligent computer-assisted instruction materials for topics of interest. Special fee: $35.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5031 OBJECT-ORIENTED THEORY OF PROGRAMMING II**
Prerequisite: MSTU 4031 or a solid basic knowledge of programming. Applies programming to significant problems using Java or C++ to construct salient applications. Special fee: $45.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5035 TECHNOLOGY AND METACOGNITION**
This course explores how theories of learning, development, and cognition can shape the design of instruction. Readings cover a range of instructional theories and highlight the underlying influences of those theories. Although the course includes a brief survey of historical trends in the field, the primary course focus is on current and emerging theories of instruction, such as distributed and dynamical views of cognition and learning. Students are encouraged to present and discuss their research interests and projects as they relate to the focus of the course. Special fee: $45.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5191 EDUCATIONAL VIDEO PRODUCTION I**
Practical studio and field production experience of educational video programs with special concern for realizing educational purposes through directing, scripting, staging, camera operation, lighting, and sound design. Special fee: $50.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5202 FIELDWORK**
Permission required. Opportunity for qualified students, individually or in small groups, to develop and pursue projects in schools, community agencies, business organizations, and communication facilities. Students in their first term of study are generally not accepted. Conference hours are arranged.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5515 NEW MEDIA TEACHING AND LEARNING**
Permission required. This course provides students with experience in the development of new media projects and a forum for discussing the implications for new media on education, particularly in higher education. The course involves a fieldwork component. Special fee: $35.

**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5555 TECHNOLOGY AND THE EMERGENCE OF A GLOBAL CURRICULUM**
This course deals with the impact of technology on human society over the ages, how technology in particular is shaped by, and in turn shapes, the vision informing a specific culture and its curriculum, and how the global sharing of technology is inexorably contributing to the emergence of a common global curriculum. Uses its own website, www.tc.columbia.edu/~global. Special fee: $35.

**Faculty:** Okita, Sandra

**MSTU 5606 READINGS IN COMMUNICATION THEORY AND SOCIAL THOUGHT I**
Each week during the academic year, participants in this course will read and discuss important work in the literature of Communication. These works all consider how the conditions and constraints of human interaction affect culture, public discourse, and the historical quality of life. The aim is to acquire a thorough grounding in how thinkers have
addressed a basic problem in the study of communication over the past century and a
half. Completion of written work for the colloquium is part of the certification requirement
for doctoral candidates in the Communication and Education program, and it can serve as
the culminating project required for completion of the Master of Education degree in that
program.
**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 5814 WORK CONFERENCE**
Occasional brief conferences convened by Communication, Media, and Learning
Technologies Design on subjects of special interest. Special fee: $35
**Faculty:** [Vincent, Matthew](#)

**MSTU 6000 ADVANCED DESIGNING EDUCATIONAL GAMES**
This course serves as an intensive workshop for designing and producing educational
games as well as a scholarly opportunity for students interested in the advanced study of
games.
**Faculty:** [Lee, Joey](#)

**MSTU 6532 SEMINAR IN COGNITIVE SCIENCE**
Permission required. In-depth discussion and critique of research proposed and conducted
by others and by students in the class. Topics vary from term to term. Course is for
advanced students who are designing and conducting their own research projects; they
may take the course as many times as they like. Special fee: $45.
**Faculty:** TBD

**MSTU 6600 COLLOQUIUM IN COMMUNICATION, COMPUTING, AND
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION**
Continuous participation required of certified doctoral students. Discussion of critical
issues, reading of key works, formal proposal of dissertation topics, presentation of work
in progress, and conversations with leaders in the field. Special fee: $35.
**Faculty:** [Kinzer, Charles](#) [Vasudevan, Lalitha](#)
Over its long and distinguished history, the Program in Mathematics Education has stressed the preparation of leaders in education. These leaders are successful scholars in their discipline, as well as educators. Faculty and staff are committed to leadership training through a variety of courses, workshops, and research experiences and through domestic and international study offerings. Many of the local learning experiences are performed in collaboration with private, public, and parochial schools in the tri-state metropolitan region.

Master's-level offerings in Mathematics Education are appropriate for both initial and professional teachers. Advanced master's and doctoral programs complete preparation for a variety of positions including: teaching, supervisory, and research roles spanning the elementary through college levels of instruction. Some courses offered through these programs are intended especially for students from other areas of study at Teachers College who need to acquire knowledge and skills in mathematics but who do not wish to earn a degree in this area.

A hallmark of Teachers College Mathematics Education program is a strong emphasis on mathematics content and the role of mathematical ways of thinking in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Our graduates take positions in college teaching of mathematics, in addition to pre-college professional roles.

**Master of Arts**

Emphasis is placed on those competencies necessary for effective mathematics teaching as a means of enhancing professional growth of initial and professional teachers. Conceptual issues in teaching are translated into practice through group and individualized instruction in special methods courses. Master of Arts requirements include a culminating scholarly project.

A minimum of 32 points of coursework is required, along with a final essay or project. No transfer credit for graduate courses completed elsewhere can be applied to the M.A. degree. Courses taken through these programs and elsewhere at Teachers College in mathematics, mathematics education, and professional education to meet individual needs may be supplemented with permission by courses taken in other faculties of Columbia University.

**Master of Science and Master of Education**

Both programs require a minimum of 60 points, a formal essay or integrative project, and involve extensive preparation in mathematics, as well as education. For the Master of Science degree, the college requires that a minimum of 32 points with an integrative project be completed under the auspices of Teachers College. Master of Science and Master of Education students who choose to do a formal essay may apply a maximum of 30 semester hours of graduate credit toward their degree requirement. Please refer to the Degree Requirements section of this bulletin for college-wide minimum point requirements. For the M.S. degree, there is greater emphasis on preparation in mathematics content. In the Ed.M. program, there is greater emphasis on preparation in professional education. Programs are arranged in consultation with the major professor to meet both program and college requirements.

Applicants for the M.S. and Ed.M. degrees must also prepare a written integrative project.

**Doctoral Degrees**

**DEGREES OFFERED**

Initial Certification Master of Arts degree students and applicants should direct admissions and certification questions to Dr. Stuart Weinberg (212) 678-3717, saw29@columbia.edu.

**MATHEMATICS EDUCATION (MATH)**

Master of Arts (M.A.)
Master of Science (M.S.)
Master of Education (Ed.M.)
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject (Ed.D.C.T.)
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

**MATHEMATICS EDUCATION-INITIAL CERTIFICATION (MATH-INIT)**

Master of Arts (M.A.)

**MATHEMATICS EDUCATION-PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION (MATH-PROF)**

Master of Arts (M.A.)

* Program not currently accepting applications

**MATHEMATICS EDUCATION-TRANSITIONAL B (MATH-TRAN)**

Master of Arts (M.A.)

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

Phone: (212) 678-3381
Fax: (212) 678-8319
Email: tcmath@tc.edu
Program Coordinator: Professor Bruce R. Vogeli
The department provides programs for both the Ed.D. and the Ph.D. degrees. In general, the Ed.D. degree places emphasis on breadth of professional coursework with a focus on educational practice. All candidates are required to be competent in statistical research methodology and computing and to have knowledge of the epistemology of mathematics and of psychology sufficient to be an informed scholar-practitioner. All doctoral candidates must have a written program plan approved by their advisor. The approved plan then must be approved by the Office of Doctoral Studies. Following submission of a statement of total program, the student normally completes doctoral coursework and engages in doctoral research and writing. Refer to the Ph.D. and Ed.D. Requirements Bulletin, prepared by the Office of Doctoral Studies, for a fuller description of degree requirements.

In planning a program of study, it should be noted that doctoral students are required to complete a minimum of 20 points after taking the certification examination for the first time, including points taken during the term in which that examination is taken.

Specializations:

Elementary School Mathematics

The Elementary School Mathematics Specialist specialization is designed for those who are preparing for positions of leadership in elementary schools or in the training of elementary school teachers. Programs for elementary school specialists emphasize knowledge of subject matter, methodologies, and curricula of mathematics and include appropriate field experiences with elementary school students and teachers. In addition to program offerings, students have access to courses in related departments and institutions.

Secondary School Mathematics

The Secondary School Teaching specialization includes an in-service component for experienced teachers and preservice education for students entering the profession. Programs are designed individually in consultation with a faculty advisor to reflect each teacher's background and goals. The program stresses the direct application of theory to practice with particular emphasis on experiences with teaching strategies that match classroom activities to student characteristics, that examine teacher and student interpersonal interaction, and that reflect the historical and philosophical roots of the discipline. The final project for the degree should include evidence that these components have been fulfilled.

Supervision in Schools

Students interested in mathematics supervision in schools may elect to develop individual programs that reflect their specific background and interests and that draw on the resources of the department and college, or they may work as part of the staff of the field-based teacher education programs. School and university faculty work with graduate students in a collaborative effort where teaching, preservice, and supervision training and education research are intimately related.

Teacher Education in Mathematics

The Teacher Education in Mathematics specialization is designed to prepare scholars for educational leadership roles as education professors in colleges and universities. Participants in the program have opportunities to build their mathematics content background through content courses in the department and the offerings of Columbia University. There are opportunities also for professional experiences in the initial and professional teacher education programs.

College Teaching of an Academic Subject

Teachers College offers a doctorate in college teaching that emphasizes preparation in content supplemented by a program of professional education. Field experiences can be pursued in mathematics, computing, and several related disciplines. The course content and sequence are especially organized to meet the unique needs and career goals of each candidate within the general requirements of the Ed.D. degree at Teachers College.
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DEGREE INFORMATION/REQUIREMENTS

- General
- Master of Arts
- Master of Science
- Master of Education
- Doctoral Degrees
- Doctor of Education
- Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject
- Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics Education

General

Programming competencies in at least one computer language and further computer science training equivalent to at least 6 points of graduate study ordinarily are required of all students seeking degrees beyond the Master of Arts. These points either can be included in the mathematics/mathematics education requirement or can be taken as electives.

In addition to content courses in mathematics, students should enroll in at least two professional courses in mathematics education such as MSTM 4019, MSTM 4020, MSTM 5012, or MSTM 5520.

Master of Arts

Normally students complete 24 points in courses in mathematics and mathematics education including MSTM 4019 and selected courses in related disciplines such as statistics and computing. The remaining 8 points (3 courses) are reserved for electives chosen from professional areas such as psychology, philosophy, curriculum, etc. Programs for specialists in the teaching of elementary school mathematics should include MSTM 5010. Secondary school specialists should enroll in MSTM 5023, MSTM 5032, and MSTM 5037.

Prospective community college teachers should select courses in at least three mathematical areas such as analysis, algebra, and computing, in preparation for study beyond the master's level. Preparation in computing is recommended for all specializations. Initial certification students should refer to the program brochure for information on additional requirements for state certification. All applicants for the M.A. degree must prepare a written project as a culminating integrative experience.

Master of Science

Normally the program of studies for the Master of Science (M.S.) degree should include 42 points in courses in mathematics and mathematics education. Preparation in mathematics content should be of sufficient depth in two or three areas to communicate content effectively at the freshman and sophomore college levels. Algebra and analysis are recommended as areas of concentration. Content courses can be selected from courses

DEGREES OFFERED

Initial Certification Master of Arts
degree students and applicants should direct admissions and certification questions to Dr. Stuart Weinberg (212) 678-3717, saw29@columbia.edu.

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION (MATH)

Master of Arts (M.A.)
Master of Science (M.S.)
Master of Education (Ed.M.)
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject (Ed.D.C.T.)
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Email: tcmath@tc.edu
Coordinator: Professor Bruce R. Vogeli
offered by the department or from courses offered by the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Columbia University. Preparation in computing and statistics is also recommended.

**Master of Education**

Typically, the program of studies for the Master of Education (Ed.M.) degree should include 42 points in courses in mathematics and mathematics education. Preparation in mathematics content should be of sufficient depth to provide leadership to elementary and secondary school teachers. Content courses can be selected from courses offered by the department or from courses offered by the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Columbia University. Students interested in developing research competencies for further graduate study should elect at least 6 points in statistics. HUDM 4122, Probability and statistical inference, and HUDM 5123, Linear models and experimental design, are recommended.

**Doctoral Degrees**

All candidates for the Ed.D., Ed.D.C.T., or Ph.D. degrees are expected to demonstrate both mathematics and mathematics education competencies through a series of certification examinations taken upon the completion of 60 graduate points. Certification examinations test the student's knowledge of current research and theory in mathematics education and mathematics content. Examinations are offered once in the fall, spring, and summer terms. Courses recommended as preparation for the examinations include MSTM 4019/4020, MSTM 6037, and 6000-level mathematics content courses.

Students must demonstrate acceptable proficiency in at least three of the following six mathematics content areas: algebra, analysis, computer mathematics, foundations of mathematics, geometry and topology, and probability and statistics. Students may sit for the examination in mathematics content during the regular certification examination times. Alternatively, they may register for advanced content courses and, with permission of the program, sit for the content area certification examination upon completion of the course. Incoming doctoral candidates should register for Professional Seminar in Mathematics during the first year of doctoral studies.

Doctoral students whose dissertations require statistical analysis should include appropriate statistics courses in their programs. These points can be included either in the mathematics/mathematics education requirement or can be taken as research electives.

**Doctor of Education**

A program of study for the Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree must include a minimum of 90 semester hours of approved graduate credit, at least 45 points of which must be taken under Teachers College registration. In order to permit the acquisition of broad basic scholarship, each program of study should include at least 70 points in mathematics and mathematics education. At least 24 points should be at an advanced level. Ordinarily, points in mathematics and mathematics education should include at least 45 points in mathematics content courses, 12 points in mathematics education courses, and 12 points of research preparation including MSTM 6500 and MSTM 7500.

Professional courses taken outside the program of Mathematics Education normally should include 15 points in the curricular, psychological, and social foundations of education. Students specializing in teacher education are encouraged to select elective courses related to higher education programs and practices. Preparation in computing and statistics is also recommended. Programming competencies in at least one computer language and further computer science training equivalent to at least 6 points of graduate study are desirable. Students whose dissertations involve statistical analysis are required to include appropriate statistics courses in their programs. These points can be included either in the mathematics/mathematics education requirement or can be taken as electives.

The Ed.D. culminates in a dissertation contributing knowledge to the field and should be
planned early in the doctoral program when sufficient advanced courses have been completed to permit the candidate to enroll in relevant research courses and pertinent advanced study to enable efficient preparation of the dissertation. Dissertations in mathematics education can be (1) experimental studies in learning, (2) design and formative evaluation of mathematics curricula, or (3) analytical studies in policy theory in mathematics education.

**Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject**

The Program in Mathematics Education at Teachers College offers a program of study leading to the Doctor of Education Degree in the College Teaching of Mathematics (Ed.D.C.T.) to prepare students for positions as teachers of mathematics in two- and four-year colleges.

This degree program is designed to develop both the depth and breadth in the students' knowledge of mathematics but is intended to prepare graduates for careers in teaching rather than in mathematics research. For further details concerning general degree requirements, students should consult the bulletin, “Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject” available in the Office of Doctoral Studies.

A program of study for the Ed.D.C.T. degree must include a minimum of 90 semester hours of approved graduate credit, at least 45 points of which must be taken under Teachers College registration. In order to permit the acquisition of broad and basic scholarship, each program of study should include at least 75 points in mathematics and mathematics education, with at least 30 points in advanced courses and 15 points in professional educational disciplines and including at least two courses related to higher education programs and practices.

Ordinarily, points in mathematics and mathematics education should include at least 50 points in mathematics content courses, three points in either MSTM 5012 or MSTM 5520 and 12 points of research preparation including MSTM 6500 and MSTM 7500. Preparation in mathematics content should be of sufficient depth in three areas to communicate content effectively at the freshman and sophomore college levels. Algebra and analysis are recommended as initial areas of concentration. Content courses can be selected from courses with the department or from courses offered by the Graduate Faculties of Columbia University.

Candidates for the Ed.D. in College Teaching who have not completed the equivalent of at least one year of full-time service as a college teacher of mathematics/computing/statistics are required to include MSTM 6400 within their doctoral programs. Interns will teach college mathematics courses under the supervision of experienced college teachers for a period of at least one semester. Incoming doctoral candidates should register for Professional Seminar in Mathematics during the first year of doctoral studies.

Candidates for the Ed.D.C.T. are required to demonstrate competency in one language chosen from among French, German, and Russian. Students who require other languages for the preparation of their dissertation may petition the department to request substitution. Students in mathematics may not use computer languages to satisfy the language requirement. The Ed.D.C.T. degree requirements include a dissertation contributing knowledge to the field and should be planned early in the doctoral program when sufficient advanced courses have been completed to permit the candidate to enroll in relevant research courses and pertinent advanced study to enable efficient preparation of the dissertation. Doctoral dissertations in the college teaching of mathematics can be (1) experimental studies in adult learning, (2) design and formative evaluation of college mathematics curricula, or (3) analytical studies in policy theory in mathematics post-secondary education.

**Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics Education**

The Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree emphasizes research competencies. The degree requires a scholarly dissertation of intellectual merit and sound research methodology. Dissertation research may include analytical studies of the process of teaching or
experimental studies of the teaching-learning process, including studies of verbal learning and laboratory practice or historical studies.

Candidates are encouraged to develop an association with a faculty member early in their studies to identify a problem area of mutual interest to plan a course of studies that leads to the competencies needed to complete dissertation research and prepare for a professional role. Further details are available in the brochures on doctoral studies and in the general descriptions of doctoral programs available from the Office of Doctoral Studies.

A program of study for the Doctor of Philosophy degree must include at least 45 points taken under Teachers College registration. In order to permit the acquisition of broad and basic scholarship, each program of study should include at least 60 points in mathematics, mathematics education, statistics, and computing. At least 35 points should be in advanced courses – including research courses (MSTM 6500 or 6501 and MSTM 7500).

(Any Teachers College course at the 6000 level or above, any Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences course with a “G” prefix, any “W” course numbered above 4000, or any transferred course with a graduate-level prerequisite will be considered an advanced course.) Further, 15 points in the philosophical, psychological, and curricular foundations of education must be included in every Ph.D. program.

Candidates for the Ph.D. degree are required to demonstrate competency in two languages chosen from among French, German, and Russian. Students who require other languages for the preparation of their dissertation may petition the program to request one substitution. Students in mathematics may not use computer languages or statistics to satisfy the language requirement.

The Ph.D. dissertation is a scholarly study contributing new knowledge to the field and should be planned early in the program when sufficient advanced courses have been completed to permit the candidate to enroll in relevant research courses. Ph.D. dissertations in mathematics education should be (1) experimental studies in learning, (2) analytical studies in policy theory in mathematics education, or (3) other scholarly investigations of problems and issues of broad significance in the field.
Applications are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Preference in scholarship awards will be given to applicants who meet the early deadline.

Mathematics education students seeking Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Master of Education degrees are expected to have completed at least 24 credits of undergraduate mathematics.

Applicants who wish to receive Initial New York State teaching certification should apply to the Master of Arts degree program.

Mathematics education students seeking Doctor of Education or Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject degrees are expected to have completed an undergraduate major in mathematics. Mathematics education students seeking a Doctor of Philosophy degree should have both undergraduate and master's degrees in their specialization.

Apply Now
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**MATHEMATICS EDUCATION**

**PROGRAM FACULTY**

**FACULTY**
- Karp, Alexander
  Professor of Mathematics Education
- Vogeli, Bruce
  Clifford Brewster Upton Professor of Mathematical Education
- Walker, Erica
  Associate Professor of Mathematics and Education
- Wasserman, Nicholas
  Assistant Professor of Mathematics Education

**LECTURERS**
- Weinberg, Stuart
  Lecturer

**VISITING FACULTY**
- Goroff, Daniel
  Adjunct Professor of Mathematics Education
- Grabois, Neil
  Adjunct Professor of Mathematics Education
- Landau, Henry
  Visiting Professor of Mathematics Education
- Smith, J.
  Visiting Professor of Mathematics Education

**ADJUNCT PROFESSORS**
- Garrity, Joseph
  Adjunct Professor of Mathematics Education
- Malkevitch, Joseph
  Adjunct Professor of Mathematics Education
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- Master of Arts (M.A.)
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- Phone: (212) 678-3381
- Fax: (212) 678-8319
- Email: tcmath@tc.edu
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Mathematics Education

Program Courses

MSTM 4005 Teaching Mathematics in Diverse Cultures
Principles, techniques, and issues in the teaching of mathematics in other cultural and national settings. Study tour of schools and institutions in various nations.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander
Weinberg, Stuart

MSTM 4019 Mathematics Teaching and Learning I
Faculty: Garrity, Joseph

MSTM 4020 Mathematics Teaching and Learning II
Historical/comparative study of mathematical education programs in the United States and abroad. Current research in mathematics education.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander

MSTM 4023 Mathematics for Exceptional Students
Content, methods, and instructional models for teaching exceptional students, including LED, LD, and MT students.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander

MSTM 4025 Teaching Computer Mathematics
A review of teaching methods and curricular innovations in computing and computer mathematics.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 4026 Teaching Applied Mathematics
The role of applications in mathematics curriculum. Mathematical models, use of calculators and computers. Applications in the natural and social sciences.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 4031 Number Theory
Primes, composites, divisibility and factorization, congruence, historical topics.
Faculty: Walker, Erica

MSTM 4034 Exploring Secondary School Mathematics
For students who are preparing to teach in secondary school. The mathematical content of advanced secondary school mathematics and the development and application of fundamental ideas in mathematics.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander

MSTM 4038 Finite Mathematics
Statements, propositions, and sets; vectors and matrices; probability. Applications: finite Markov chains, game theory.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander

MSTM 4760 Student Teaching in Mathematics

Degrees Offered

Initial Certification Master of Arts degree students and applicants should direct admissions and certification questions to Dr. Stuart Weinberg (212) 678-3717, saw29@columbia.edu.

Mathematics Education (MATH)
Master of Arts (M.A.)
Master of Science (M.S.)
Master of Education (Ed.M.)
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
Doctor of Education in the College Teaching of an Academic Subject (Ed.D.C.T.)
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

Mathematics Education-Initial Certification (MATH-INIT)
Master of Arts (M.A.)

Mathematics Education-Professional Certification (MATH-PROF)*
Master of Arts (M.A.)
* Program not currently accepting applications

Mathematics Education-Transitional B (MATH-TRAN)
Master of Arts (M.A.)

Contact Information
Phone: (212) 678-3381
Fax: (212) 678-8319
Email: tcmath@tc.edu
Coordinator: Professor Bruce R. Vogeli
Permission required. Prerequisite: MSTM 5011. Open only to students enrolled in the pre-service program. Students do supervised teaching in metropolitan area schools.

**Faculty:** [Weinberg, Stuart](#)

### MSTM 4901 Guided Study in Mathematics Education

Permission required from the instructor with whom the student wishes to work. Independent study in selected areas.

**Faculty:** [TBD](#)

### MSTM 5010 Mathematics in the Elementary School

Problems, issues, and methods in the teaching and supervision of elementary school mathematics.

**Faculty:** [Garrity, Joseph](#) [Walker, Erica](#)

### MSTM 5011 Mathematics in the Secondary School


**Faculty:** [Weinberg, Stuart](#)

### MSTM 5020 Mathematics and Multicultural Education

Survey of mathematical topics and methods appropriate for multicultural and bilingual programs.

**Faculty:** [Walker, Erica](#)

### MSTM 5022 Mathematics Curriculum Development

Principles, strategies, and techniques for curriculum development and textbook preparation in mathematics.

**Faculty:** [Vogeli, Bruce](#)

### MSTM 5023 Problem Solving

Theories and methods of mathematical problem solving with applications to classroom instruction.

**Faculty:** [Smith, J.](#)

### MSTM 5030 Topics in Probability Theory

Simple, compound, and conditional probabilities and applications. Doctoral students should register for MSTM 6030.

**Faculty:** [Landau, Henry](#)

### MSTM 5031 Topics in the Foundations of Mathematics

Propositional and predicate calculi, set theory, axiomatics, order types, the linear continuum, and Goedel's theorem.

**Faculty:** [Smith, J.](#)

### MSTM 5032 Topics in Geometry/Topology

Foundation of geometry/topology. Emphasis upon the relationship between topology and geometry and other mathematical areas.

**Faculty:** [Karp, Alexander](#) [Malkevitch, Joseph](#) [Smith, J.](#)

### MSTM 5033 Topics in Algebra

Groups, rings, fields. Doctoral students should register for MSTM 6033.

**Faculty:** [Smith, J.](#)

### MSTM 5034 Topics in Analysis

Real or complex functions and their properties. Doctoral students should register for MSTM 6034.

**Faculty:** [Landau, Henry](#) [Pollak, Henry](#)

### MSTM 5035 Topics in Mathematical Modeling

Simulation, information theory and coding, stochastic models, probabilistic systems,
simple harmonic motion. Topics vary between natural sciences and behavioral sciences.

Faculty: Weinberg, Stuart

MSTM 5036 Topics in Discrete Mathematics
Discrete mathematics, combinatorics, graph theory.
Faculty: Pollak, Henry

MSTM 5037 History of Mathematics
Historical development of major ideas in mathematics. Contributions of noteworthy mathematicians. Analysis of mathematical classics.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander

MSTM 5038 Topics in Mathematical Logic
Prepositional calculus, Church-Turing thesis, Goedel's incompleteness theorem.
Faculty: Smith, J.

MSTM 5039 Comparative Mathematics Education
A review and comparison of mathematics education in other nations.
Faculty: Vogeli, Bruce

MSTM 5061 Research, Evaluation and Policy in Mathematics Education
Theory and methods of evaluating pupils and programs in the cognitive and affective domains. The roles of research and policy in evaluation of mathematics outcomes.
Faculty: Walker, Erica

MSTM 5126 Mathematical Foundations of Statistics
Prerequisite: MSTM 5030 or MSTM 6030. Estimation, hypothesis testing, and tests based on the chi-square distribution. The normal distribution and its applications. Analysis of variance and regression. Doctoral students should register for MSTM 6126.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 5264 Guided Supervision of Student Teaching in Mathematics
Permission required. Open only to doctoral students. Guided field experience in supervising student teachers.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 5520 Seminar in the College Teaching of Mathematics
Current issues in undergraduate mathematics. Examination of relations between elementary and advanced mathematics.
Faculty: Smith, J.

MSTM 5800 Mathematics Colloquium
Lecture series featuring presentations by distinguished guest speakers.
Faculty: Pollak, Henry

MSTM 5801 Mathematics Colloquium
Lecture series featuring presentations by distinguished guest speakers.
Faculty: Pollak, Henry

MSTM 6030 Advanced Topics in Probability Theory
Open only to doctoral students. Emphasis on proof and advanced applications.
Faculty: Landau, Henry

MSTM 6032 Advanced Topics in Geometry/Topology
Foundation of geometry/topology. Emphasis upon the relationship between topology and geometry and other mathematical areas.
MSTM 6033 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ALGEBRA
Open only to doctoral students. Advanced study of groups, rings, and fields.
Faculty: Smith, J.

MSTM 6034 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ANALYSIS
Open only to doctoral students. Advanced study of real or complex functions.
Faculty: Landau, Henry Pollak, Henry

MSTM 6036 ADVANCED TOPICS IN DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
Open only to doctoral students. Advanced study of discrete mathematics, combinatorics, and graph theory.
Faculty: Pollak, Henry

MSTM 6037 ADVANCED SELECTED TOPICS AND ISSUES IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Topics will vary
Faculty: Vogeli, Bruce

MSTM 6039 ADVANCED COMPARATIVE MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
A review and comparison of mathematics education in other nations.
Faculty: Vogeli, Bruce

MSTM 6126 ADVANCED TOPICS IN THE MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICS
Open only to doctoral students. Prerequisite: MSTM 5030 or MSTM 6030. Advanced topics including hypothesis testing, distribution theory, and analysis of variance and regression.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 6400 INTERNSHIP IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Permission required. Supervised intern service in a variety of field settings including classroom teaching at various levels, supervision, curriculum development, and inservice education.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 6500 RESEARCH SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Permission required. Research oriented seminars dealing with a variety of issues and leading to preparation of preliminary proposals for the doctoral dissertation. Required for doctoral students.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander Walker, Erica

MSTM 6501 RESEARCH SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Permission required. Research oriented seminars dealing with a variety of issues and leading to preparation of preliminary proposals for the doctoral dissertation. Required for doctoral students.
Faculty: Karp, Alexander Walker, Erica

MSTM 6901 RESEARCH AND INDEPENDENT STUDY IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Permission required. Guided independent study leading to the preparation of a major project or paper. May be taken repeatedly by doctoral candidates engaged in research.
Faculty: TBD

MSTM 7500 DISSERTATION SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Development of final doctoral dissertation proposals and presentation of proposals for departmental review.
Faculty: TBD
MSTM 8900 Dissertation advisement in mathematics education

Individual advisement on doctoral dissertations. Fee to equal 3 points at current tuition rate for each term. For requirements, see section in catalog on Continuous Registration for Ed.D./Ph.D. degrees.

Faculty: TBD
The Science Education Program at Teachers College was one of the first in the nation to encompass both professional teacher education and a research-based doctoral program that prepares leaders for science education roles in pre-college and higher education. The guiding principle for our program offerings is that professional science educators should be thoroughly educated in their content discipline and bring modern theories of learning and education to bear on their scholarship as professional teachers and in their research for the doctoral degree.

Master's-level offerings in science content are coordinated with methodology and supervision appropriate for both initial and professional teachers. Advanced master's and doctoral programs include preparation for a variety of positions including teaching, supervisory, and research roles spanning the elementary through college levels of instruction. Some courses offered through these programs are designed especially for students from other areas of study at Teachers College (for example science education methods for elementary school teaching) who need to acquire knowledge and skills in science but who do not wish to earn a degree in these areas.

Our graduates have been appointed in major universities as science and/or science education professors. Many of our graduates have become major leaders in school leadership and educational reform nationally and internationally. Our work in reforming urban science education and broadening the scope of the theoretical base for teaching and learning in science has become more sharply focused in recent years to include neurocognitive, multicultural, and learning theory-based innovations in guiding teaching and research.

**DEGREES OFFERED**

INITIAL CERTIFICATION-

- Biology 7-12 (SCIB-INIT)
- Chemistry 7-12 (SCIC-INIT)
- Earth Science 7-12 (SCIE-INIT)
- Physics 7-12 (SCIP-INIT)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

TRANSITIONAL B-

- Biology 7-12 (SCIB-TRAN)
- Chemistry 7-12 (SCIC-TRAN)
- Earth Science 7-12 (SCIE-TRAN)
- Physics 7-12 (SCIP-TRAN)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

SUPERVISOR/TEACHING OF SCIENCE (SCSS)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

TEACHER EDUCATION IN SCIENCE (SCTE)

Master of Science (M.S.)
Master of Education (Ed.M.)

SCIENCE EDUCATION (SCSD)

Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

SCIENCE AND DENTAL EDUCATION (SCDT)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

Phone: (212) 678-8174
Fax: (212) 678-8145
Email: tcscience@tc.edu
Program Coordinator: Professor Felicia Mensah
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SCIENCE EDUCATION

DEGREE INFORMATION/REQUIREMENTS

- Master of Arts
- Master of Arts in Science and Dental Education
- Master of Science & Master of Education
- Doctoral Degrees General
- Doctor of Education
- Doctor of Philosophy

Master of Arts

Emphasis is placed on those competencies necessary for effective science teaching as a means of enhancing professional growth of in-service and pre-practice through group and individualized instruction in a general methods course and in courses applicable to specific sciences.

In order to meet New York State Certification requirements, the M.A. degree for teacher preparation programs is comprised of 36 credits of coursework in the areas of professional education, science content, and science methods. The 32-point M.A. degree in Supervision/Teacher of Science Education serves students whose professional interests are centered in the enhancement of science teaching and learning including teacher professional development, curriculum improvement, personal professional development, and preparation for more advanced studies leading to advanced master's degrees in science teacher supervision. In consultation with your advisor upon acceptance to a degree program, a program plan will be outlined based on your specific content certification area.

For preservice candidates, i.e., those who intend to fulfill the requirements of New York State for initial certification to teach science in secondary schools, MSTC 4000 and MSTC 4363 are required and should precede the semester in which student teaching is completed. MSTC 4000 and MSTC 4363 are both offered in the fall and student teaching in the spring.

Other requirements that must be met before graduation include completion of a science safety workshop, successful completion of the program's Gateway Performance Assessments for Teaching, and a final master's portfolio project. See the Teacher Education section of this bulletin for details on other requirements.

Initial Science Education M.A. applicants may refer admissions questions to the program coordinator at tcscience@tc.edu.

Master of Arts in Science and Dental Education

This degree is offered in conjunction with the College of Oral and Dental Medicine of Columbia University. Students in the College of Oral and Dental Medicine at Columbia University who are planning to enter teaching of dental medicine are eligible to enroll for this degree. The curriculum includes content courses in dental medical science, basic courses in adult learning, teaching of science-related disciplines, and culminating research

DEGREES OFFERED

INITIAL CERTIFICATION-
Biology 7-12 (SCIB-INIT)
Chemistry 7-12 (SCIC-INIT)
Earth Science 7-12 (SCIE-INIT)
Physics 7-12 (SCIP-INIT)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

TRANSITIONAL B-
Biology 7-12 (SCIB-TRAN)
Chemistry 7-12 (SCIC-TRAN)
Earth Science 7-12 (SCIE-TRAN)
Physics 7-12 (SCIP-TRAN)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

SUPERVISOR/TEACHING OF SCIENCE (SCSS)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

TEACHER EDUCATION IN SCIENCE (SCTE)

Master of Science (M.S.)
Master of Education (Ed.M.)

SCIENCE EDUCATION (SCSD)

Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

SCIENCE AND DENTAL EDUCATION (SCDT)

Master of Arts (M.A.)

CONTACT INFORMATION

Phone: (212) 678-8174
Fax: (212) 678-8145
Email: tcscience@tc.edu
Coordinator: Professor Felicia Mensah
studies on current medical educational theory and practice. Candidates are prepared for a
life-long commitment to scholarly reflection and practice as professors of oral and dental
medicine.

Inquiries should be sent to Professor O. Roger Anderson (ora@ldeo.columbia.edu).

Master of Science & Master of Education

The Science Education program offers curricula leading to a Master of Science (M.S.)
degree and a Master of Education (Ed.M.) degree. Both programs require a minimum
number of graduate points of coursework and a master's paper.

The M.S. and Ed.M. degrees require a program planned in consultation with an advisor
who may also sponsor the master's paper. The M.S. degree requires more science subject
matter coursework than the Ed.M. degree, while the Ed.M. degree requires more intensive
work in education including science education. The M.S. degree is recommended for
science educators who want a professional degree with intensive preparation in science
subject matter. This degree is especially appropriate for prospective community college
instructors who do not intend to pursue a doctorate immediately. The Ed.M. degree is
recommended for science educators who want a professional degree with intensive
preparation in science education. Both programs include some depth of study in science,
work in the candidate's specialization, and the development of competence in methods of
scholarly analysis. Some credits obtained at the M.A. level may be applied toward the
Ed.M. or M.S.

Master of Science

In total, a minimum of 60 course points are required: A minimum of 30 points in breadth
of science content courses, 12 points in core science education courses, 6-9 points in
professional education courses, 3-6 points in research methodology courses, and 3 points
in technology courses. This leaves at most a remaining 6 points of optional studies to be
determined in consultation with the advisor.

Master of Education

In total, a minimum of 60 course points are required: A minimum of 15 points in breadth
of science content courses, 15 points in core science education courses, 9 points in
professional education courses, 6 points in research methodology courses, and 3 points in
technology courses. This leaves 12 points of optional studies to be determined in
consultation with the advisor.

Master's Integrative Project

For the M.S. and the Ed.M. degrees in the Science Education Program, a master's paper
will be required. This project may be an extension of some paper that has been prepared
for a course included in the program of the student. The paper may take a variety of
forms. It may be a report of an empirical investigation, or it may be a library-type
research paper dealing with some problem in which the candidate has a special interest.
The form of the paper should be carefully chosen in the context of the candidate's
professional goals.

The M.S. paper must address a problem in science content either through scientific
laboratory research, a synthesis of scientific knowledge from the literature, and/or the
production of a novel model synthesizing data. The M.S. paper may be a research thesis
in basic science within the candidate's field of specialization.

The Ed.M. project should focus more on science education topics and can be either a
synthesis of information or an empirical study. The paper may form the basis for a
subsequent doctoral dissertation. In other cases, it may be the culmination of studies that
have been carried out in the 60-point master's degree program.

The paper should be planned and prepared in cooperation with a full-time member of the
Science Education Program faculty. It must be approved by a full-time member of this
faculty before the application is made for the degree. Hence, the master's paper is a departmental requirement for the M.S. and/or the Ed.M. degree. Its acceptance needs to be noted on the candidate's application by faculty for the award of either the M.S. or Ed.M. degree. However, the approved paper is not to be submitted to the Office of the Registrar as part of general college-wide degree requirements but will remain in the departmental files.

**Doctoral Degrees General**

The Department provides programs for both the Ed.D. and the Ph.D. degrees. In general, the Ed.D. degree places emphasis on breadth of professional coursework with a focus on educational practice. All candidates are required to be competent in both quantitative and qualitative research methodology and to have knowledge of the epistemology of science and of psychology sufficient to be an informed scholar-practitioner.

All doctoral candidates must have a written program plan approved by their advisor. The approved plan should then be forwarded to the Office of Doctoral Studies. Following submission of the statement of total program, the student normally completes doctoral coursework and engages in doctoral research and writing. Refer to the Ph.D. and Ed.D. Requirements Bulletin, prepared by the Office of Doctoral Studies, for a fuller description of requirements.

**Specializations**

Students enrolled in the doctoral program may specialize in an area of interest to them pertinent to science education by taking courses in their area of interest. Some potential areas to pursue include elementary school science, secondary school science, urban science education, and technology studies.

**Supervision in Schools**

Students interested in science supervision in schools may elect to enroll in courses in other departments to satisfy the single school and multiple school supervisory certificates. Please see the Teacher Education section of this bulletin for updated information on programs that lead to administrative certification.

**Doctor of Education**

The Program offers curricula leading to the degree of Doctor of Education (Ed.D.). This program is intended to prepare students for leadership in science education. This program is designed to prepare professional science educators who are (1) educated both broadly and deeply in science subject matter, (2) competent in methods of scholarly analysis, and (3) have a deep understanding of education and science education. Students should also consult the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Education bulletin, available from the Office of Doctoral Studies, for College-wide Ed.D. requirements.

In total, a minimum of 90 course points are required: A minimum of 15 points in breadth of science content courses, 15 points in core science education courses, 12 points in professional education courses, 9 points in research methodology courses, 3-6 points in technology courses, and 6 dissertation study points. This leaves a remaining 27-30 points of optional studies to be determined in consultation with the advisor.

The student, in consultation with an advisor, plans a program of study consistent with the student's prior education and oriented toward professional goals. This program plan is approved by the advisor and then submitted to the Office of Doctoral Studies. In planning a program of study, the student would be wise to pay particular attention to the time when the certification exam is taken. Students are required to complete a minimum of 20 points after taking the certification examination for the first time, including points taken during the term in which that examination was taken.

The certification examination is ordinarily taken no later than the term in which the student completes 65-75 percent of coursework. A special certification examination is designed for each candidate. The certification exam generally takes place in the student's
third year of full-time study. Please refer to the Office of Doctoral Studies bulletin and the departmental advisor for details.

**Dissertation Guidelines**

The Ed.D. dissertation is a scholarly endeavor contributing new knowledge to the field and should be planned early in the doctoral program when sufficient advanced courses have been completed to permit the candidate to enroll in relevant research techniques courses and pertinent advanced study to enable efficient and high-quality preparation of the thesis. Dissertations in science education can be (1) empirical or theoretical studies in learning, (2) design and formative evaluation of science curricula, or (3) analytical studies in policy theory in science education. The candidate is recommended to seek an advisor within the department who can best guide the design and completion of the type of thesis chosen.

**Doctor of Philosophy**

This program is designed to prepare students for leadership in science education. The program includes advanced preparation in science to develop both breadth and depth in science subject matter background. Preparation in research methods in science education, as well as study of recent developments in the broad field of professional education, is included in the program. Students should refer to the bulletin, Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, available from the Office of Doctoral Studies, for information on admission, residence, certification, examinations, and the dissertation. The general requirement is for a minimum of 75 points of approved graduate credit, at least 45 points of which must be taken through Teachers College registration. In order that candidates become familiar with recent investigations in the broad fields of professional education, each program will include one or more courses in the nature of education and the nature of persons and the learning process.

In total, a minimum of 75 course points is required: A minimum of 15 points in breadth of science content courses, 15 points in core science education courses, 12 points in professional education courses, 12 points in research methodology courses, 3-6 points in technology courses, and 6 dissertation study points. This leaves a remaining 12-15 points of optional studies to be determined in consultation with the advisor.

**Dissertation Requirements**

In addition to all other guidelines, it should be noted that the dissertation must be a research thesis based on a theoretical rationale and must exhibit thorough and comprehensive mastery of a research discipline.
Preference in scholarship awards will be for those applicants who meet the early deadline.

Applicants who wish to receive New York State teaching certification must apply to the M.A. degree program in a science content area. Science education students seeking M.A., Ed.M., M.S., Ed.D., and/or Ph.D. degrees should have at least the equivalent of an undergraduate degree in the sciences.

Ed.D. and Ph.D. applications are reviewed once a year for study beginning in the fall. All other programs admit students on a rolling basis. See the Admissions section of the catalog for application deadlines as advertised by the college.

Applicants who wish to receive New York State teaching certification must apply to the M.A. degree program in a science content area. Science education students seeking M.A., Ed.M., M.S., Ed.D., and/or Ph.D. degrees should have at least the equivalent of an undergraduate degree in the sciences.

Ed.D. and Ph.D. applications are reviewed once a year for study beginning in the fall. All other programs admit students on a rolling basis. See the Admissions section of the catalog for application deadlines as advertised by the college.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION

PROGRAM COURSES

MSTC 4000 SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
Faculty: Riccio, Jessica

MSTC 4007 URBAN AND MULTICULTURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
Students will explore the intersections of policy, science, and society and the impact these have on standard K-12 urban science curriculum and multicultural teaching practices. Drawing from scholarship in policy, curriculum, and teaching, this course explores major issues faced in urban science education, including: (1) the issue of resources (physical, human, and social) in urban schools and how urban science education programs might draw from local resources in meeting the needs of urban learners; (2) the issue of what roles might teachers, administrators, policy makers, and curriculum writers play in the design and implementation of empowering curricular and pedagogical practices in urban science classrooms; and (3) the issue of multicultural science education in terms of both content and pedagogy. This course challenges commonly used practices where multiculturalism is often taught as one distinct and often separate component of the science curriculum.
Faculty: Emdin, Christopher

MSTC 4010 HIP HOP AND THE CULTURAL STUDIES OF URBAN SCIENCE EDUCATION
Professor Emdin. Studies about the teaching and learning of science in urban settings have been a large component of contemporary research in science education. This course provides a means to interrogate the teaching and learning of science in urban settings through an exploration of the sociopolitical and aesthetic aspects of hip-hop/youth culture.
Faculty: TBD

MSTC 4040 SCIENCE IN CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
This is an integrated lecture/laboratory course. This course provides an introduction to the creation of science curriculum and instruction that attends to current state and national standards. The course is based in constructivist perspectives and has as a goal the teaching of science well with all children.
Faculty: Catlin, Janell; Mensah, Felicia

MSTC 4043 SCIENCE IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Exploration of environmental science from an earth physiology perspective. Focus on connections between contemporary environmental issues and environmental science concepts. A community study utilizing scientific inquiry procedures and applying pertinent environmental science concepts will be conducted.
Faculty: Fulton, Donald; Rivet, Ann

MSTC 4044 BIOLOGY METHODS AND CURRICULUM LABORATORY
Theoretical basis of secondary school science education and its practical application to biology teaching and laboratory experiences.
Faculty: Covotos, Thomas
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MSTC 4045 Earth Science Methods and Curriculum Laboratory
Theoretical basis of secondary school science education and its practical application to earth science teaching and laboratory experiences.
Faculty: Rivet, Ann

MSTC 4047 Physical Science Curriculum and Methods Laboratory
Discussion of middle or secondary school curricula each offered in separate semesters, stressing laboratory activity. May be taken twice, once for each grade level.
Faculty: Gunning, Amanda

MSTC 4048 Researching Science Knowledge and Curriculum Design
Analysis of the organization of and relationships between learning sciences and scientific concepts, with a focus on classroom-based analytical techniques suitable for curriculum design research.
Faculty: Rivet, Ann

MSTC 4049 Middle School Living Environment Methods Laboratory
Discussion of middle school life science methods.
Faculty: Marrero, Meghan

MSTC 4054 Human Anatomy and Physiology
Prerequisite: A basic biology course. A survey of major organ systems and their physiology. Suitable for a wide variety of professionals in physical education, nursing, health, nutrition, and science.
Faculty: Garber, Carol Ewing

MSTC 4055 Concepts of Biology
Professional content knowledge course examining the major concepts in biology and their applications in teaching secondary school biology.
Faculty: Mahfood, Denise; Mensah, Felicia

MSTC 4056 Concepts in Earth Science
Study of models of our planet, Earth in space, and weather and climate.
Faculty: Rivet, Ann

MSTC 4059 Concepts in Chemistry I
Prerequisite: one year of college chemistry. The growth of, and change in, the major concepts of the science of chemistry are explored, from the Greek philosophers to the alchemists to those of modern chemistry. Concepts explored: chemical composition and the elements; chemical change, the acids, activity; the nature of matter; and the structure of the atom and bonding.
Faculty: Wang, Renhong

MSTC 4060 Concepts in Chemistry II
Prerequisite: MSTC 4059 or instructor permission. The historical development of selected chemical concepts are examined with respect to the arguments developed in their support, with the intent that current meanings will be elucidated in the process.
Faculty: Wang, Renhong

MSTC 4075 Concepts in Physics I
Exploration of physics themes of molecules and molecular kinetic theory, heat, mechanics, waves, electricity and magnetism, and modern physics. Exploration of electricity, magnetism, light, optics, quantum mechanics, and selected topics in atomic, nuclear, and elementary particle physics and astrophysics. Of particular interest to introductory physics, physical science, and general science teachers.
MSTC 4076 CONCEPTS IN PHYSICS II
Practical basis of secondary school science education and its application to physics teaching and laboratory activity.

MSTC 4151 MODERN PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION
Interdisciplinary study of scientific theories about the origin and evolution of life on earth. Includes demonstration and laboratory experiments.

MSTC 4363 INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE EDUCATION PRACTICE
Corequisite: MSTC 4000. Directed field experiences and seminars explore school environments and teaching strategies.

MSTC 4761 STUDENT TEACHING IN SCIENCE
Permission required. Prerequisites: MSTC 4000 and MSTC 4363. Students do supervised teaching in metropolitan area schools.

MSTC 4852 INFORMAL SCIENCE EDUCATION
Study of museums.

MSTC 4902 GUIDED STUDY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
Permission required from the instructor with whom the student wishes to work. Independent study in selected areas. Use of professional laboratory facilities.

MSTC 5009 EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES AND RESEARCH IN DENTAL SCIENCES
Drs. Bitzer and Graham. This course is an advanced seminar that focuses on the theoretical, conceptual, and empirical literature on dental science curriculum, research and pedagogy.

MSTC 5009 EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES AND RESEARCH IN DENTAL SCIENCES
This course is an advanced seminar that focuses on the theoretical, conceptual, and empirical literature on dental science curriculum, research, and pedagogy.

MSTC 5040 SCIENCE CURRICULUM IMPROVEMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
This course provides an introduction to the creation of science curriculum and instruction that attends to current state and national standards at the elementary level.

MSTC 5041 THE NATURE AND PRACTICE OF SCIENCE
This course is one of the required core courses in the science education doctoral and advanced masters programs. It is designed to help students develop an adequate understanding of the nature of science or of how science is practiced. In this course, through the analysis of a number of current issues and problems in science and the extensive use of case studies, students will address questions such as: What is science? What distinguishes science from other ways of knowing? What standards of evidence and scientific explanations, processes, and conventions are used in science? What philosophical, social, ethical, and historical perspectives are important in understanding the nature of science?
MSTC 5042 SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
The nature and interrelationships of science, technology, and society as represented in policy and curriculum for education.
Faculty: Emdin, Christopher

MSTC 5047 SCIENCE TEACHER EDUCATION
MSTC 5047 is a required core course in the Science Education doctoral and advanced master's programs. The course concerns both inservice and preservice teacher education. In the course, students will conduct research with preservice teachers, as well as practicing and expert teachers. We will examine the classic and contemporary knowledge base of teacher education, as well as current issues and questions in the education of science teaching professionals. Open to students who are not in the Science Education Program with the professor's permission.
Faculty: Emdin, Christopher

MSTC 5048 CURRICULUM AND PEDAGOGY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
This course offers students in the Science Education doctoral and advanced master's programs the opportunity to ask fundamental questions about curriculum in multiple ways.
Faculty: Rivet, Ann

MSTC 5056 GENERAL OCEANOGRAPHY
Explore physical, earth, and life science content topics through a study of Earth's most visible feature. Particular attention paid to modern socioscientific issues such as coastal development, pollution, and management of energy resources.
Faculty: Marrero, Meghan

MSTC 5265 GUIDED SUPERVISION OF STUDENT TEACHING IN SCIENCE
Permission required. Open only to doctoral students. Guided field experience in supervising student teachers.
Faculty: TBD

MSTC 6000 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION RESEARCH
A critical analysis of current published research in science education with special attention to strategies of applying statistical and other quantitative methods. Designed largely for doctoral students and advanced master's students.
Faculty: TBD

MSTC 6401 INTERNSHIP IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
Permission required. Supervised intern service in a variety of field settings including classroom teaching at various levels, supervision, curriculum development, and inservice education.
Faculty: TBD

MSTC 6502 SCIENCE EDUCATION RESEARCH SEMINAR
Research oriented seminars dealing with a variety of issues and leading to preparation for the doctoral certification examination. Required for doctoral students.
Faculty: TBD

MSTC 6902 RESEARCH AND INDEPENDENT STUDY IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
Permission required. Guided independent study leading to the preparation of a major project or paper. May be taken repeatedly by doctoral candidates engaged in research.
Faculty: TBD

MSTC 7501 DISSERTATION SEMINAR IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
Development of doctoral dissertation proposals and presentation of proposals for departmental review.

Faculty: Anderson, O. Roger

**MSTC 8901 DISSERTATION ADVISEMENT IN SCIENCE EDUCATION**

Individual advisement on doctoral dissertations. Fee to equal 3 points at current tuition rate for each term. For requirements, see section in catalog on Continuous Registration for Ed.D./Ph.D. degrees.

Faculty: TBD